o

Are you in charge of projects - in a project
leader or management function?

o

Do you want your projects to meet their
targets successfully?

o

Are you looking for constantly good project
successes independent of individual
experience of your project leads?

Qualified Project Management
Professionals at fair Conditions
We help for achievement and return on investment of your initiatives.

We are a network of independent project and
programme management professionals. Our
professionalism in our job and the results of our
work distinguish us.

Read in this brochure how we turn our and your
employees‘ knowhow into a corporate project
management standard with Operational
Excellence that supports all of your projects to
achieve consistent and reproducible success.

Project Management-Professionals
Your contact:
®
SM
Dipl.-Kfm. Henning Zeumer, PMP , PgMP
 Kiefernweg 25 in D-55543 Bad Kreuznach
 +49 (0)671 - 28779 Fax: 2 87 03
 hz@pm-professionals.eu
 http://www.pm-professionals.eu

Learn more here about surplus advantages we
offer to you:
http://www.pm-professionals.eu/pmpros.htm

Operational Excellence
in Projects

Sir Winston Churchill is quoted to say „Some
think education is expensive – think about
incompetence and ignorance!” Money is earned
in the running business. Projects adapt
companies to the changing requirements,
prepare them for the future. Or the revenue even
derives from profitably conducting (customer)
projects. Seems to be reason enough to
acknowledge the management of projects the
same way as running the business, isn’t it?
Our consulting service „Operational Excellence
in Projects“ helps you achieving good,
consistent programme and project management
at operative level:
o

Assess and analyze situation as is:

Together with your project managers we assess
assets and proven procedures, company
specifics and interfaces, project culture and
requirements. We analyse the situation as is to
detect systemic or methodological gaps or
mistakes.
o

Define goals and measures:

In the discussion with the later users we deduce
suitable measures to remedy flaws from our
findings, and develop a catalogue of necessary
processes, templates and tools. This approach
ensures that problems are addressed without
creating unnecessary overhead.
o

Develop standard:

In the follow up we bundle the formerly
distributed, individual knowhow together with you,

amend generic Best Practices and tailor the
necessary standards to the corporate and project
requirements. That way a Corporate PM
Standard with Operational Excellence is
formed which optimally supports the project
teams and thus leads directly to usable results
with a high buy in of the users.
o

Test and fine tuning:

As by experience the acid test is in practice: the
following weeks / projects serve to test and fine
tune the OE approaches in project
management and their interplay with the
technical delivery. Our coaching ensures the
continuous application of optimizations on one
hand. On the other hand we already generate
Quick Wins in the projects, e.g. by a better
adherence to delivery dates and expected
results, and by the knowhow transfer we
support the participants’ understanding and joy
with the good PM.
o

development and maintenance of the PM
infrastructure, supports the project managers at
their work etc. The Operational Excellence is so
led into internal independence, and project
success becomes reproducible.

Guiding to autonomy

Last but not least we are happy to stay as guides
in the following time to make sure that the new
won knowledge can settle, and that eventual
questions are answered competently. This may
involve further coaching or some audits of
single projects to see whether the processes
work as expected or whether there is a need for
improvements. Or we help, in cooperation with
HR, with trainings and/or setting up a project
manager pool, building a Project Management
Office (PMO) which overtakes the further

Coming back to Winston Churchill again: Your
investment in Operational Excellence in projects
cannot at all cost as much as your company will
profit from more targeted and efficient
resource utilization, less risk, conflicts and
cost, better adherence to targets and
milestones,
and
consistency
and
reproducibility of results. Not to talk about the
customer satisfaction and the wins at image
and competitiveness coming along with the
new, reliable competence.

Did we attract your interest? Do not hesitate to
contact us!

PM-Professionals.eu

